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Abstract— Effective compression of hyperspectral (HS) images
is essential due to their large data volume. Since these images are
high dimensional, processing them is also another challenging
issue. In this work, an efficient lossy HS image compression
method based on enhanced multivariance products representa-
tion (EMPR) is proposed. As an efficient data decomposition
method, EMPR enables us to represent the given multidimen-
sional data with lower-dimensional entities. EMPR, as a finite
expansion with relevant approximations, can be acquired by
truncating this expansion at certain levels. Thus, EMPR can be
utilized as a highly effective lossy compression algorithm for
hyper spectral images. In addition to these, an efficient variety
of EMPR is also introduced in this article, in order to increase
the compression efficiency. The results are benchmarked with
several state-of-the-art lossy compression methods. It is observed
that both higher peak signal-to-noise ratio values and improved
classification accuracy are achieved from EMPR-based methods.
Index Terms— Classification accuracy, enhanced multivariance
products representation (EMPR), hyperspectral (HS) images,
JPEG2000, lossy compression.
I. INTRODUCTION
HYPERSPECTRAL (HS) images comprised measure-ments of electromagnetic energy distributed in hundreds
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of narrow bands. Due to the rich information in both the
spectral and spatial domains, hyperspectral imagery (HSI) has
a wide variety of applications, such as assessment of food qual-
ity and safety [1], [2], artwork authentication [3] and examina-
tion of drug forgeries [4]. HSI is also employed in biomedical
engineering applications such as the classification of corneal
epithelium injuries [5], extraction of the properties of cornea
tissues [6] and gastric cancer diagnosis [7]. In addition, HSI is
also widely used in many remote sensing applications [8]–[12]
including image classification and pattern recognition [13],
[14], and spectral unmixing [15]. Unfortunately, all of these
applications come with the cost of high memory requirements
due to the huge amounts of data. To this end, lossy or lossless
compression of HS images has been the focus of research
publications in the last decade [12], [15]–[29]. These compres-
sion algorithms adopt a variety of approaches. Traditional 2-D
image compression algorithms are applied to each band and
achieve a compressed version of the HS cube [27], [30], [31].
These methods can provide satisfactory compression rates but
fail to exploit interband correlation. To this end, some of these
methods are extended to their 3-D versions for compression
of HS images [12], [32], [33], though the extended methods
inevitably suffer from the high computational complexity.
For this reason, sparse representations via dictionary learning
methods were proposed [17], [26], [34]. Matrix and tensor
decomposition as well as factorization methods were also
employed in HSI compression [24], [25], [35]–[37]. Besides,
Wavelet-based compression methods are also developed to this
end [12], [38], [39]. On the other hand, with the rapid improve-
ment in GPU technology, convolutional neural networks-based
schemes adopted to HSI compression [40].
In this article, a method called enhanced multivariance
products representation (EMPR) [41]–[45] for HS image com-
pression is proposed. As a finite data decomposition technique,
EMPR enables multidimensional data to be represented with
lower dimensional entities. By truncating this finite expansion
at a certain level, an approximation for the multidimensional
data under consideration can be obtained. This truncation
also reveals a data reduction approach, which allows EMPR
to be utilized as an algorithm for lossy compression of
HS images [24], [35]. Thus, EMPR can be considered as
a tensor decomposition-based lossy compression method for
HS images. In order to increase the compression efficiency
of the present method, an EMPR variation called Iterative
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EMPR [45] is applied to HSI in this article. In addition to
these approaches, EMPR is combined with the JPEG2000
lossless compression method with the help of the discrete Haar
transform (DHT) [46]. It is observed that higher peak signal-
to-noise ratio (PSNR) values are achieved for several HS data
sets acquired by various sensors in comparison with a recently
published EMPR-based method named as tridiagonal Folmat
enhanced multivariance products representation (TFEMPR)
[47]. TFEMPR is a sophisticated and recursive data reduction
method-based on EMPR and represents a multidimensional
array as the product of two orthonormal and one tri diagonal
multidimensional array by using the concepts folmats and
folvecs [47].
In [24], it is shown that TFEMPR is a more efficient
method for compressing HS images in comparison with
some existing lossy compression methods. These methods
include compressive-projection principal component analysis
(PCA) [18], generalized orthogonal matching pursuit (gOMP)
algorithm [19], specialized interior-point (SIP) representation
[20], least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)
representation [21], Bayesian compressive sensing (BCS) [22],
basis pursuit (BP) algorithm [23], and sparsity- based HS
image-compression algorithm [17].
In this article, we propose a new iterative EMPR approach
combined with JPEG2000 by using DHT. According to the
implementation and results, the proposed method is more
efficient in representing HS image data than TFEMPR [24] at
lower bit rates. Moreover, the proposed approach also outper-
forms two well-known lossy compression methods including
PCA + JPEG2000 approach [27] and the 3-D SPECK algo-
rithm [48]. Besides, the proposed method is compared with
two state-of-the-art low rank tensor decomposition-based HS
image compression techniques. These techniques are patch-
based low rank tensor decomposition (PLTD) [36] and non-
local tensor sparse representation and low rank regularization
(NTSRLR) [49] methods. The results indicate that the pro-
posed approach outperforms the corresponding lossy compres-
sion methods and preserve more detail at very low bit rates.
These findings represent the first important contribution of this
article to the scientific literature. In addition, our approach is
further validated by comparing the results of data classification
in HSI. The resulting images after decompression are classified
in comparison to the corresponding ground truth images.
It is shown that the proposed approach yields higher overall
accuracy (OA) and outperforms state-of-the-art techniques
[12] in HS image classification. In this work, classification
of HS images using EMPR-based methods is put into practice
for the first time in the scientific literature. This novel aspect
represents the second important contribution of this work.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
A detailed explanation of EMPR for HSI is discussed
in Section II. Iterative EMPR and its combination with
JPEG2000 are described therein. The experimental setup,
explanation of compression rates of the proposed method,
computational complexity issues, are presented in Section III.
Section IV discusses the experimental results for performance
evaluation, including compression rate and classification
accuracy for comparison where the section is finalized with the
comments on parameter selection. Finally, some concluding
remarks and comments about future studies are provided in
Section V.
II. ENHANCED MULTIVARIANCE PRODUCTS
REPRESENTATION
Enhanced multivariance products representation (EMPR) is
an efficient data decomposition method [41]–[45]. It enables
multidimensional data to be represented in terms of
lower-dimensional components. Thus, it can be considered
as a series of lower dimensional structures instead of the
high-dimensional original data.
From the scientific or engineering experiments, one of the
most important challenges in analyzing data is the “curse of
dimensionality” [50]. Therefore, managing this phenomenon
by reducing the number of dimensions becomes critical.
To this end, EMPR can be considered an efficient tool for
addressing multidimensional problems.
Although EMPR is capable of decomposing N-dimensional
structures of data, the 3-D case is considered in the present
article without loss of generality. Since HS images are repre-
sented in three dimensions (two spatial and one spectral), it is
more convenient to explain EMPR and its philosophy by tak-
ing multidimensionality as three throughout this article. On the
other hand, all formulations which will be given here can
easily be generalized to N-dimensional case. In this section,
EMPR for HSI will be introduced and discussed. An EMPR-
based method, iterative EMPR, will then be presented. The
combination of EMPR with JPEG2000 via DHT will be given
at the end of this section.
A. Plain EMPR for HSI
Let H denote the 3-D HS cube of size n1 × n2 × n3. This
means H has n3 spectral bands and each band includes n1 ×n2
pixels storing intensity values at the corresponding wave-






























⎥⎦ + h(1,2,3) (1)
where h(0), h(i) and h(i, j) denote the zero-way, the one-way,
and the two-way EMPR components, respectively, and ⊗
denotes the outer product operation [41]–[45]. The EMPR
expansion is a finite sum hence it involves exactly 23 EMPR
components. [41]–[45]. In (1), h(0) is a 0-D entity which can
be considered as a scalar, h(i) denotes 1-D entities which are
the vectors, and h(i, j) stands for the 2-D entities which can be
considered as the matrices. In addition to these, other entities
involved in (1) and denoted by s(r) are called the support
vectors whence they are 1-D entities [41]–[45]. Thus, s(1) and
s(2) are the first and second support vectors residing on the first
and second spatial axes of the 3-D hyper spectral cube H,
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respectively. Similarly, s(3) denotes the third support vector
laying on the third axis which defines the spectrum of H.
Thus, one can easily verify that s(r) is a vector composed of nr
elements where nr is a positive integer (r = 1, 2, 3), assuming
that the size of H is n1 × n2 × n3. Support vectors bring
flexibility to EMPR expansion and must be chosen carefully
where the details of this selection will be given later in this
section. This selection is critical since it has a direct impact on
the representation efficiency of the relevant EMPR expansion.
As indicated above, as H is 3-D, hence it should be
represented by means of the 3-D entities, as EMPR has
an additive nature. Besides, three suitable support vectors
should be required in order to construct the corresponding
entities. By multiplying these support vectors with the relevant
EMPR components following the outer product definition,
3-D but less complicated structures are obtained. These new
entities, acquired by the multiplication of an EMPR component
with relevant support vectors, are called the EMPR terms
[41]–[45]. Consequently, it is convenient to name the EMPR
term including h(0) and all three corresponding support vectors
as zeroth EMPR term. Similarly, the term including h(i) and all
the corresponding support vectors except the i th one is called
i th EMPR term. Accordingly, the term composed of h(i, j) and
all the corresponding support vectors excluding the i th and j th
ones, respectively, are called (i, j)th EMPR term. All EMPR
terms are of the same size as H which is n1 × n2 × n3, but
rank-one.
In order to adjust the contributions of each intensity value
in H, three weight vectors including weighting ratios can be
utilized in EMPR expansion. The weight vectors are composed
of nonnegative real values and must satisfy the following
conditions:
‖ω(1)‖1 = 1, ‖ω(2)‖1 = 1, ‖ω(3)‖1 = 1. (2)
In (2), it is clear that the sum of all elements for each weight
vector should be equal to 1. This property holds due to the sta-
tistical necessities and it facilitates the relevant computations
in the determining process of EMPR components.










= 0; 1 ≤ p ≤ m ∈ {1, 2, 3} (3)
where ω(p)i p and s
(p)
i p are the i pth elements of the pth weight
vector ω(p) and pth support vector s(p), respectively, while
h(1,...,m)i1,...,im denotes the (i1, . . . , im)th entry of the corresponding
EMPR component h(1,...,m). The equalities in (3) are called
vanishing conditions and lead to two important features of
EMPR components, which are the mutual orthogonality and
the uniqueness under a certain set of support vectors.
By utilizing the vanishing conditions in (3) with the help of
the weight vectors given in (2) and the preselected support
vectors, the zero-way EMPR component, i.e., h(0), can be




















k Hi jk. (4)
It is worth noting that the right-hand side of (4) denotes a
weighted sum of H multiplied by the relevant support vector
elements over the whole HS cube. Thus, h(0) associates to a
special weighted average value of H.
Besides, (4) can be reexpressed by following the tensor
product definitions of multilinear algebra given in [51] as
follows:
h(0) = H ×̄1(ω(1) ∗© s(1))×̄2(ω(2) ∗© s(2))×̄3(ω(3) ∗© s(3))
where ∗© denotes the Hadamard (or elementwise) product
and ×̄i stands for the mode−i tensor-vector product [51].
These notations are widely used in tensor algebra due to their
concise formulation. On the other hand, we do not intend to
follow these symbols since we have exactly three-ways in our
analyses. Here, we prefer explicitly rather than compactness
in notation, though all EMPR components can be expressed
using the above-mentioned tensor product definitions.
After giving the details about the evaluation process of the
zeroth EMPR component, we can proceed with the one-way
EMPR components. By combining (2) and (3) again, the cor-
responding elements of three one-way EMPR components for










































j Hi jk − h(0) s(3)k (5)

























i Hi jk − h(0) s(2)j s(3)k − h(2)j s(3)k − s(2)j h(3)k
(6)
in a similar manner. The three-way EMPR component which is
the last element of the right-hand side in (1) can be calculated
by subtracting the EMPR terms whose explicit definitions are
given in (4)–(6), respectively, from the original data H.
By applying truncations to the right-hand side of the expan-
sion in (1) at certain levels, an approximation for H can be
achieved. To this end, if only the zeroth EMPR term is taken
into consideration, which means the rest of EMPR terms are
neglected, the zeroth-order EMPR approximant is acquired.
The higher (first and second) order EMPR approximants can
be obtained in a similar manner and all approximants can be
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Finally, one of the most important issues in EMPR, which is
the selection of the support vectors will be explained. Initially,








]2 = 1; p = 1, 2, 3 (8)
which means that all support vectors should be normalized
under the corresponding weight vector. The normalization
procedure is essential as the support vectors should only
indicate the direction due to the fact that the contribution
coefficients are stored as the elements of EMPR components.
Any convenient set of support vectors can be selected as
long as they satisfy the conditions in (3) and (8). To this end,






























j Hi jk (9)
can be assessed as the support vectors of an EMPR expan-
sion, after normalization according to the conditions in (8).
Although this selection is not the optimal case, the corre-
sponding support vectors in (9) can be determined without any
apparent difficulty and utilized in an EMPR process as long as
they do not vanish [52]. Moreover, it is easy to recognize that
each formula in (9) depicts a weighted average of H over all
axes of the corresponding 3-D cube excluding one direction
(axis). Thus, the formulas in (9) specify averaged directions
for the data under consideration. To this end, the support
vectors chosen by the utilization of the formulas in (9)
are called averaged directional supports (ADS) [52]. These
support vectors can be encountered in almost in all of EMPR
applications existing in the scientific literature [41]–[45].
Before concluding this section, it becomes useful to
present the similarities and differences between EMPR and
the well-known CANDECOMP/PARAFAC [51]. Both EMPR
and CANDECOMP/PARAFAC are the tensor decomposition
methods and composed of finite number of elements. In CAN-
DECOMP/PARAFAC, the tensor on the focus is represented
in terms of rank-one tensors.
For EMPR, the target tensor is expressed as the sum of four
rank-one tensors (zeroth, first, second, and third EMPR terms),
and four terms whose ranks are greater than one (fourth, fifth,
sixth, and seventh EMPR terms) each of which is order 3
(or 3-D).
In CANDECOMP/PARAFAC, the vectors used to construct
the rank-one tensors by following the outer product are deter-
mined via convex optimization. Instead, in EMPR, initially a
group of support vectors is selected, and the corresponding
EMPR components (scalar, vectors and matrices) are deter-
mined by following the weighted mean approach as shown
in (4)–(6).
B. Iterative EMPR
If we notice EMPR expansion in (1) and approximants
in (7), it is possible to write down the following:
h(1,2,3) = H − π2 (10)
where h(1,2,3) could be marked as the residual term of the
EMPR expansion of H. Although h(1,2,3) can be considered
as residual, it contains information about the hyperspectral
cube H. By neglecting this term in the corresponding EMPR
expansion, which also means dealing with the second-order
EMPR approximant, some information (which may be impor-
tant) belonging to H is ignored. Thus, the quality of the corre-
sponding representation can be affected negatively. In order to
reduce this possible undesirable effect, the EMPR procedure is
applied to the residual term to take this neglected information
into account. To this end, the operation in (10) can be con-
sidered as the zeroth iteration of the Iterative EMPR process.
If we denote the zeroth residual term as
{H}(1) = h(1,2,3) (11)
and apply the second-order EMPR approximation to {H}(1)
{H}(1) = {π2}(1) + {h(1,2,3)}(1) (12)
is obtained where {π2}(1) and {h(1,2,3)}(1) stand for the second-
order EMPR approximant and the corresponding residual term
of the first iteration, respectively.
If we continue to apply the relevant EMPR process to the
residual term of each iteration consequently
{h(1,2,3)}(m) = {H}(m) − {π2}(m); m = 0, 1, 2, . . . (13)
is achieved, where (m) denotes the iteration number of the
corresponding Iterative EMPR process and {H}(0) = H. This
iteration scheme can be pursued until a satisfactory compres-
sion efficiency is achieved. On the other hand, each iteration
brings more data to be stored. If the iteration number of the
Iterative EMPR process is selected as m, the data-rate value to
be attained becomes m times bit-per-pixel-per-band (bpppb)
value of the original EMPR procedure. This issue will be
discussed in Section III.
C. Combining EMPR With JPEG2000 Using DHT
The DHT is the most fundamental wavelet transforms in
the scientific literature [46]. It helps to split a 1-D signal of
even size, say 2N , into two 1-D signals of size N . These
two equally sized signals involve the low band and high band
characteristics of the input signal, respectively. If we denote
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TABLE I
HS DATA SET SPECIFICATIONS, WHERE AVIRIS, ROSIS, AND HYDICE REFER RESPECTIVELY TO AIRBORNE VISIBLE/INFRARED IMAGING
SPECTOMETER, REFLECTIVE OPTICS SYSTEM IMAGING SPECTROMETER, AND HYPERSPECTRAL DIGITAL IMAGERY COLLECTION EXPERIMENT
Fig. 1. Application of DHT to H and obtaining two equally sized cubes
Hlow and Hhigh. Hlow is the low frequency part while Hhigh stands for the
high frequency part of H.
any 1-D signal of size 2N as s[·], the DHT of this signal can
be obtained as follows:
l[k] = s[2k] + s[2k − 1]√
2
, h[k] = s[2k] − s[2k − 1]√
2
;
k = 1, . . . , N (14)
where l[·] and h[·] stand for the low frequency and high-
frequency components of signal s[·], respectively.
The DHT can be implemented on the HS image H by apply-
ing it to the spectral signal of each pixel consecutively. Thus, it
becomes possible to say that n1× n2 signals of size n3 are split
into two equal parts according to their spectral correlations.
In this way, each spectral signal of H is partitioned as the
low frequency and high frequency portions. If we gather the
low frequency portions and sort them to their pixel positions,
the low band cube Hlow is obtained while the high frequency
components form the high band cube, Hhigh. Both Hlow and
Hhigh have a size of n1 ×n2 ×(n3/2). As we mentioned before,
the computation of the EMPR terms depends on weighted
averages, and this property enables EMPR to represent high
correlated data sets much better than that of the low correlated
ones. Thus, it becomes rational to apply EMPR or Iterative
EMPR toHhigh portion of the corresponding HS data set H.
On the other hand, the other portion, Hlow, which contains
the spectrally low correlated information of H and can be
compressed using an efficient and easy to implement lossless
compression algorithm such as JPEG2000 [53], as illustrated
in Fig. 1. As mentioned before, the computation of the EMPR
terms depend on weighted averages. This property enables
EMPR to represent high correlated data sets much better than
that of the low correlated ones. Thus, it becomes rational
to apply EMPR or Iterative EMPR to Hhigh portion of the
corresponding HS data set H. On the other hand, the other
portion, Hlow, which contains the spectrally low correlated
information of H can be compressed using an efficient and
easy to implement lossless compression algorithm such as
JPEG2000 [27], as can be seen in Fig. 1.
After the application of the EMPR-based algorithm and any
suitable lossless compression method, the obtained subcubes
are combined with the help of inverse DHT (I-DHT) [46] using
the following equations:
s[2k] = l[k] + h[k]√
2
, s[2k − 1] = l[k] − h[k]√
2
; k =1, . . . , N
(15)
and finally, a lossy compressed version of H is obtained. In
addition, this approach can be considered as a hybrid way
of compression since the encoding part is composed of both
lossy and lossless encoders. Although the application of higher
level DHT is possible in our case, it is not used in this work.
In this article, all calculations related to DHT are performed
using only the first level.
III. IMPLEMENTATIONS
A. Data Sets Used
In this article, ten different HS data sets are utilized to
validate the performance of the proposed approach. These data
sets are selected from various sensors to fully demonstrate
how EMPR and iterative EMPR perform with data collected
from sensors with different characteristics. These data sets are
handled after cropping in order to make a fair comparison
with the state-of-the-art [9], [24], [27], [36], [48], [49]. All
the specifications about the utilized data sets can be found
in Table I and the corresponding pseudo-color images of the
first four of them are shown in Fig. 2. Additionally, the pseudo-
color images for the Hhigh and Hlow parts of Low Altitude and
Cuprite data sets are presented in Fig. 3. It is easy to observe
from Fig. 3(a) and (c) including Hhigh parts of the relevant
images are capable of presenting edges since they include high
frequency spectral signatures for the corresponding data sets.
On the other hand, Hlow parts included by (b) and (d) sub
figures looks similar to their original pseudo-color images
shown in Fig. 2 as they include the low frequency terms of
the corresponding spectral signals.
As stated earlier, EMPR depends on weighted averages, thus
the selection of three weight vectors is important in represent-
ing the HS cube under consideration. Although any weight
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Fig. 2. Pseudo-color images for the data sets. (a) Jasper Ridge. (b) Low
Altitude. (c) Lunar Lake. (d) Cuprite.
vector mentioned in Section II and satisfying the conditions
in (2) could be utilized, the simplest case, which is the equally
distributed weights, are used in these implementations. Thus,
these weight vectors are given as follows:
w
(1)
i = 1/n1, i = 1, . . . , n1
w
(2)
j = 1/n2, j = 1, . . . , n2
w
(3)
k = 1/n3, k = 1, . . . , n3. (16)
Additionally, selection of the support vectors is another
crucial issue in EMPR’s representation efficiency. Although
it is possible to optimize the support vectors in EMPR, this is
not carried out here as it is beyond the scope of this article.
Thus, it becomes a rational approach to deal with the ADS
whose formulations are given explicitly in (9).
On the other hand, it is noted that three levels of EMPR
approximations could be handled for representing an HS cube
via certain EMPR approximants in (7). In this section, all
results are obtained by performing the second order EMPR
approximant, that is π2. This preference occurs since the zeroth
and the first EMPR approximants result in too low bpppb
values hence the comparisons with other methods become
impossible.
All experiments are carried out using MATLAB R2020a on
AMD Ryzen 7 3700X CPU at 3.60GHz processor and 32 GB
memory under Linux Ubuntu 18.04.4 long-term support (LTS)
operating system.
B. Compression Rates
Although we deal only with π2 in this section, bit- per-pixel-
per-band (bpppb) values for the zeroth-, first-, and second-
order EMPR approximants for an HS cube of size n1 ×n2 ×n3
Fig. 3. Pseudo-color images for the half cubes after performing DHT.
(a) Hhigh for Low Altitude. (b) Hlow for Low Altitude. (c) Hhigh for Cuprite.
(d) Hlow for Cuprite.
are calculated by pursuing the evaluation approach followed
in [24] and [25] as:
bpppb(π0) = 32 · (m + 1) · (1 + n1 + n2 + n3)
16 · N
bpppb(π1) = bpppb(π0) + 32 · (m + 1) · (n1 + n2 + n3)
16 · N
bpppb(π2) = bpppb(π1) +
32 · (m + 1) ·
(
N




where m stands for the iteration number (no iteration, plain
EMPR when m = 0) and N = n1×n2×n3. Since all HS cubes
in Table I are composed of 16-bit values, the denominators
of the above formulae are multiplied by 16. On the other
hand, since the EMPR algorithm deals with floating numbers,
nominators are multiplied by 32 which corresponds to single
precision.
It is important to note that if n1, n2, and n3 are assumed as
infinitely large which means that the HS cube to be dealt with
is of infinite size, the bpppb values decrease and converge to
zero. This suggests that smaller bpppb values can be achieved
while dealing with large HS data sets.
As stated above, only bpppb(π2) is on the focus in this work
which means that encoder generates and transmits a scalar h(0);
three vectors, h(1), h(2) and h(3); three matrices h(1,2), h(1,3) and
h(2,3) and three support vectors, i.e., s(1), s(2) and s(3). After the
transmission process, decoder combines these components by
following outer product and summation operations according
to the last row in (7).
If EMPR or Iterative EMPR combined with DHT whose
details are given in Section II-C, bpppb values for the
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TABLE II
SIZES OF LOW BAND HALF OF HS CUBES AFTER
JPEG2000 IMPLEMENTATION
TABLE III
OPERATION COUNTS FOR CALCULATING EMPR COMPONENTS
corresponding representation can be determined as
bpppb(EMPR+JPEG2000)=bpppb(π2)+bpppb(JPEG2000)
(18)
where bpppb(JPEG2000) is calculated by performing
JPEG2000 lossless compression to each band of Hlow
consecutively. As one of the most straightforward methods
for compressing a multiband image with JPEG2000, this
method is called JPEG2000 band-independent fixed-rate
(BIFR) [31] where the fixed-rate is just 1.0 as in our
case, whence we prefer to employ the lossless compression
here. After the compression of each band, the size of the
encoded band is calculated in bytes and accumulated across
all the bands to form the total size of the corresponding
Hlow. The total size for the Hlow half cubes after band-wise
JPEG2000 implementation is given in Table II for comparison.
For implementation, the imwrite function in MATLAB
is called for each spectral band in order to compress the
low-frequency part Hlow using JPEG2000 lossless compression
with the compression mode as “lossless.” MATLAB uses
Discrete Wavelet Transform in five decomposition levels with
5 × 3 kernels following the layer, resolution, components,
position (LRCP) order in its embedded encoding scheme.
C. Computational Complexity
Since EMPR is based on weighted averages, its implemen-
tation requires many additions and multiplications. The precise
number of these operations depends on the size of the HS cube
under consideration.
If the cube H is assumed to be of size n1 × n2 × n3,
N stands for n1n2n3 and the weight vectors in (16) are
utilized, the following numbers of floating point operations
for calculation of EMPR components are given in Table III.
In Table III, one can easily verify that the addition amount
for each EMPR component is the same. Also, the number of
TABLE IV
OPERATION COUNTS FOR CALCULATING ADS
(INCLUDING NORMALIZATION)
multiplications decreases while the order of the term increases
since the number of nested sums diminishes. Also, the number
of subtractions increases when the order of the term increases
according to the definitions in (4)–(6).
Nevertheless, the floating point operations which are
required for calculating ADS vectors including normalization
processes are tabulated in Table IV.
Since the representation in (1) involves outer products and
the summation of three-way arrays, each of size n1 × n2 × n3,
the floating point operations required to construct the EMPR
approximants are given as follows:
fl(π0) = 9N + 6(n1 + n2 + n3) + 6
fl(π1) = 15N + 4(n1 + n2 + n3) + fl(π0)
fl(π2) = 12N + 8(n1n2 + n1n3 + n2n3) + fl(π1). (19)
According to the analysis above, the computational complexity
of the Plain EMPR with equally distributed weights and
ADS is
O(36 n1n2n3) ≈ O(n3). (20)
It is known that the computational complexity of single-level
DHT of a 1-D signal of size n is O(log n) which is the same
as the I-DHT [54]. Since we have n1 × n2 1-D signals of size
n3 in our case, the corresponding computational complexity
of DHT in the proposed approach becomes
O(n1n2 log n3) ≈ O(n2 log n). (21)
IV. RESULTS
In this section, the performances of the proposed methods
are presented using tables and figures. Moreover, the results
obtained are compared with the TFEMPR [24], PCA +
JPEG2000 [27], 3-D SPECK [48], PLTD [36], NTSRLR [49]
and 3-D discrete cosine transform (3-D DCT) [12] lossy
compression methods in order to contrast the efficiency of
the proposed approach.
A. Evaluation Metrics
For fair comparisons, some universal metrics which are
utilized to measure the performance of the methods in sig-
nal and image processing are employed. These metrics are
the mean squared error (MSE), maximum absolute error
(MAE), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), PSNR, and structural
similarity index (SSIM) [55]. If H and Ĥ stand for the HS
cube under consideration and its EMPR-based representation
(or compression), the abovementioned metrics can be defined
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Fig. 4. bpppb versus PSNR results of EMPR and EMPR+DHT+JPEG2000
for Jasper Ridge, Low Altitude, and Lunar Lake.
mathematically as follows:








(Hi jk − Ĥi jk)2
MAE(H, Ĥ) = max{|H − Ĥ|}









SSIM(H, Ĥ) = [(H, Ĥ)]α[c(H, Ĥ)]β[s(H, Ĥ)]γ (22)
where peakval in above PSNR formula is taken as 216 − 1
since the data sets in Table I are stored as 16 bits.
On the other hand, (·), c(·), and s(·) residing in the
last formula of (22) stand for the similarity of luminance,
contrast, and structure, respectively. The exponents of these
factors, i.e., α, β, and γ are taken as 1 and regularization
constants involved by these factors are taken as C1 = (0.01)2,
C2 = (0.03)2, and C3 = C2/2 by default. SSIM is defined
for 2-D images to measure the similarity between two images
for human perception [55]. For HS images, SSIM values are
computed between two spectral bands at the same wavelength.
Then, the average of these SSIM values is calculated and
presented as SSIM.
B. Objective Evaluation
In Fig. 4, PSNR values which correspond to bpppb varying
from 0 to 0.5 for three AVIRIS data sets are presented.
Each data set in Fig. 4 is of size 512 × 512 × 224 and
can be considered as big HS data sets. It is obvious from
Fig. 4 that, for each AVIRIS HS cube, PSNR increases while
the bit rate or the number of iteration increases. Besides,
EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 combination yields consistently
higher PSNR values than Plain EMPR for each HS cube.
This is especially true for the low bit rates, which means less
than 0.1 bpppb, where a gain of about 25 dB is achieved by
performing EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 combination rather
Fig. 5. bpppb versus SSIM results of EMPR and EMPR+DHT+JPEG2000
for Jasper Ridge, Low Altitude, and Lunar Lake.
than Plain EMPR. On the other hand, this gain decreases
when using more iterations. At 0.5 bpppb value, PSNR values
for Plain EMPR is about 83 dB, compared to 90 dB for
EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000.
Fig. 5 depicts the comparison of distortions between the
three AVIRIS data sets and their corresponding EMPR-based
compressed representations by using SSIM. As can be seen,
SSIM values increase while the bit rates increases for all
AVIRIS data sets for both Plain EMPR and EMPR + DHT +
JPEG2000 when applied to the HS cube. In Fig. 5, SSIM
values at initial iterations are under 0.5 which seem to be quiet
low for Jasper Ridge and Low Altitude data sets. This lack of
similarity can be fixed by increasing the number of iterations.
Especially after the fourth iteration, SSIM values from the
Plain EMPR compressions grows rapidly for each HS cube and
approaches to 0.92 for Jasper Ridge and Lunar Lake, and about
0.89 for Low Altitude data set. Nonetheless, Plain EMPR
cannot outperform EMPR+DHT+JPEG2000 combination for
SSIM. SSIM values obtained by EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000
compression seem to be stable and vary between 0.92 and
0.99 for the bit rates changing from 0 to 0.5 for all AVIRIS
data sets.
After analyzing the representation and similarity perfor-
mance of EMPR and EMPR+DHT+ JPEG2000 combination
for three big AVIRIS HS cubes, the next issue is the compar-
ison of the computation costs. In Fig. 6, it is obvious that the
computation time for EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 is less than
Plain EMPR for each HS cube. The gap between the compu-
tation times of Plain EMPR and EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000
tends to increase. Since the size of each cube is the same,
the measured computation times from different data sets are
similar for both Plain EMPR and EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000
methods. Also, all computation times increase linearly since
the amount of computation is equal in each iteration. Although
the computational complexity of the JPEG2000 procedure
is higher than EMPR, it is implemented just once before
starting the EMPR iterations. Additionally, the Iterative EMPR
method is applied only to the high- frequency part of the HS
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Fig. 6. bpppb versus computation time results of EMPR and EMPR+DHT+
JPEG2000 for Jasper Ridge, Low Altitude, and Lunar Lake.
TABLE V
IMAGE QUALITY PERFORMANCE (PSNR) COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED
EMPR-BASED METHOD WITH TFEMPR FOR JASPER RIDGE, LOW
ALTITUDE, AND LUNAR LAKE
cube, instead of the whole data set, which halves the com-
putation cost. Moreover, DHT and Inverse DHT algorithms
whose computational complexities are lower than EMPR and
JPEG2000 in our case are also applied just a single time. All
these assumptions are consistent with the results in Fig. 6 and
show that the computation time of Plain EMPR is approxi-
mately 3.5 times higher than that of EMPR+DHT+JPEG2000
combination for the HS data sets of size 512 × 512 × 224
under consideration.
In order to show the efficiency of the proposed method,
it is import ant to compare the results obtained with other lossy
compression algorithms. To this end, the proposed method will
be compared with TFEMPR which is superior to several lossy
compression algorithms such as CPPCA, SIP, gOMP, BP, and
LASSO as shown in [24]. In Table V, PSNR comparisons of
EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 combination with TFEMPR for
the fixed bit rates 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 are given.
It can be observed from Table V that EMPR + DHT +
JPEG2000 outperforms TFEMPR for all fixed bit rates. The
proposed approach yields higher PSNR values at each fixed
bit-rate for all three AVIRIS HS cubes. The difference between
the PSNR values of both methods is significant which is about
14 dB at 0.1 bpppb. This gap decreases for cases of 0.3 and
0.5 bpppb while the number of iterations grows.
C. Results From Other Data Sets
It is important to address the efficiency of EMPR + DHT +
JPEG2000 combination using data sets collected with other
sensors. To this end, Botswana data set from HYPERION
TABLE VI
MSE, MAE, AND PSNR COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED EMPR-BASED
METHOD WITH TFEMPR FOR BOTSWANA
TABLE VII
MSE, MAE, AND PSNR COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED EMPR-BASED
METHOD WITH TFEMPR FOR PAVIA UNIVERSITY
sensor Pavia University data set from ROSIS sensor and Wash-
ington dc Mall data set from HYDICE sensor are employed.
The results of the proposed method and TFEMPR are tabulated
in Tables VI and VII, respectively.
In Tables VI and VII, the methods are compared according
to MSE, MAE, and PSNR values. In Table VI, it is clear that
EMPR+DHT+JPEG2000 combination yields lower MSE and
higher PSNR values at each of three bpppb rates. On the other
hand, MSE value for EMPR+DHT+JPEG2000 is a bit higher
compared to TFEMPR at 0.5 bpppb while EMPR + DHT +
JPEG2000 approach gives lower MAE at 0.1 and 0.3 bpppb.
Similarly, in Table VII, EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 approach
results in lower MSE and higher PSNR values at 0.1, 0.3,
and 0.5 bpppb for Pavia University data set. MAE values of
EMPR+ DHT+ JPEG2000 combination at 0.1 and 0.5 bpppb
are also lower than Plain EMPR, but Plain EMPR gives lower
MAE at 0.3 bpppb. Consequently, Tables V–VII show that
EMPR+DHT+JPEG2000 combination outperforms TFEMPR
in several objective assessments (MSE, MAE, PSNR) for the
HS data sets of various sizes and acquired by different sensors.
PSNR values evaluated by EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000
implementation on Botswana, Pavia University, and Washing-
ton dc Mall data sets compared with Plain EMPR results are
given in Fig. 7. Similar to Fig. 4, EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000
outperforms Plain EMPR. It results in gains of approximately
15 and 28 dB at approximately 0.03 bpppb for Botswana and
Pavia University, respectively, while the gain is 26 dB at about
0.015 bpppb for Washington DC Mall. Another observation
in Fig. 7 is that DHT and JPEG2000 contribution to EMPR
results in greater improvement for two complex urban images
Pavia University, and Washington DC Mall than the Botswana
data set.
After comparing the proposed method and TFEMPR, it is
time to address the similarity characteristics of EMPR and
EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 in detail via Figs. 7 and 8. The
findings in these two figures are similar to those presented
in Figs. 4 and 5. In Fig. 7, EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000
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Fig. 7. bpppb versus PSNR results of EMPR and EMPR+DHT+JPEG2000
for Botswana, Pavia University, and Washington DC Mall.
Fig. 8. bpppb versus SSIM results of EMPR and EMPR+DHT+JPEG2000
for Botswana, Pavia University, and Washington DC Mall.
combination yields higher PSNR values than Plain EMPR for
all HS images under consideration.
In Fig. 8, SSIM values for Botswana, Pavia University,
and Washingon dc Mall for bit rates changing from 0.015 to
0.5 bpppb are compared. The findings in Fig. 8 are consistent
with those in Fig. 5. SSIM values for Plain EMPR at initial
iterations or low bit rates are far smaller than the proposed
approach.
After analyzing and comparing the compression efficiency
of the proposed method with TFEMPR via several exper-
iments, we also compared it with some other well-known
and efficient lossy compression algorithms exploiting various
HS data sets. The first is PCA + JPEG2000 approach pre-
sented in [27] while the second is called the 3-D SPECK
given in [48]. The performance in terms of SNR of our
proposed EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 approach is compared
with these two techniques in Table VIII. Table VIII denotes
that EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 approach outperforms both
PCA+ JPEG2000 and 3-D SPECK methods at the given fixed
TABLE VIII
SNR (dB) AND TIME (SEC) COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED
EMPR-BASED METHOD WITH PCA+JPEG2000 AND 3-D SPECK
FOR CUPRITE, INDIAN PINES AND JASPER RIDGE AT 0.5 BPPPB
TABLE IX
PSNR (dB) COMPARISON OF THE EMPR-BASED METHODS WITH TWO
TENSOR-BASED COMPRESSION METHODS FOR INDIAN PINES DATA
SET AT VERY CLOSE BIT-RATES (BPPPB)
bit rate of 0.5 bpppb for the Cuprite and Jasper Ridge data
sets. In Table VIII, it can be noticed that the 3-D SPECK
algorithm preserves the details for Indian Pines data set better
than the proposed method, in which the SNR value is slightly
higher which is 0.9 dB. On the other hand, EMPR + DHT +
JPEG2000 approach manages to present 2.4 dB higher SNR
value than PCA + JPEG2000 method for Indian Pines HS
image.
Beside the rate-distortion values, related computation times
are also presented in Table VIII. It is obvious from Table VIII
that EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 approach yields higher
computation times due to its number of iterations. To be
able to enhance the detail preserving ability of the proposed
approach, the number of iterations should be increased, while
the computation time grows linearly (Fig. 6). Also, the gap
between computation times decreases when the size of the
data set is relevantly small.
Although the computational complexity of the proposed
method is quite high, the evaluation of EMPR components
requires a large number of independent multiplications. This
problem can be fixed by using parallel programming concepts
and the overall computation time can be drastically reduced.
EMPR is a tensor decomposition-based method which
can be efficiently utilized in HSI compression. Then, it is
important to compare it with other state-of-the-art ten-
sor decomposition-based methods. To this end, two impor-
tant methods are selected and PSNR results are presented
in Table IX. These methods are PLTD [36] and NTSRLR
[49], respectively. In Table tab:tensorbasedcomp, the rate
distortion metric, PSNR, is addressed at very low and close
bit rates about 0.05. The values for PLTD and NTSRLR are
acquired from [36] and [49], respectively. It is clear from
Table tab:tensorbasedcomp that the proposed method outper-
forms the other tensor decomposition-based techniques in the
sense of preserving the details. Moreover, EMPR without
combining JPEG2000 also yields higher PSNR values, which
verifies that EMPR, alone, stands as an efficient tensor-based
lossy compression technique for HSI.
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Fig. 9. Ground truth images for the data sets. (a) 92AV3 C. (b) Pavia
University. (c) Salinas B.
As a last comment in this section, it is worth noting that
in [56], the compression ratio produced by applying 2-D
JPEG2000 to each band of the AVIRIS data set consecutively
is 2.15 at most which is far less than our proposed method
regarding to the compression ratios at fixed bpppb values.
D. Classification and OA
In this section, the quality assured assessment, which is
the classification performance of our proposed methods is
evaluated. To this end, 92AV3 C, Pavia University and Salinas
B are employed. The first reason for selecting these data
sets is that we have their ground truth images for evaluation.
The second reason is to compare the classification ability
of EMPR with an efficient lossy compression method based
on 3-D DCT [12]. To this end, the HS data sets and their
corresponding ground truth images are cropped. Thus, the
sizes of 92AV3 C, Pavia University and Salinas B are reduced
to 144 × 144 × 184, 144 × 144 × 96 and 144 × 144 ×
184, respectively, while the dimensions of their ground truth
images are reduced accordingly. These reductions of sizes
were adopted aiming for a fair comparison with the 3-D DCT
method [12], in which the same setting was used in coding of
HS images. The corresponding ground truth images are shown
in Fig. 9.
The abovementioned HS data sets are classified using a
support vector machine (SVM) algorithm with the help of
an important open source SVM library called LIBSVM [57].
First, the encoded bands of Hlow are decoded consecutively
and the corresponding half cube of size n1 × n2 × n3/2 is
obtained. Then, the second half cube of the same size, which
is encoded by EMPR (or iterative EMPR) is constructed using
the EMPR components and the support vectors by following
equation (7). Two reconstructed half cubes are reunited by
applying the inverse DHT to each spectral signal of these
two half cubes whose pixel indexes match. After attaining the
corresponding lossy compressed version of the original data,
the spectral signals are extracted and used as feature vectors
for training or testing on the SVM for data classification.
The results obtained are reported as OA for each HS cube.
The presented OA values are the average of ten independent
SVM experiments for each data set. In each experiment, 50%
of the data is selected randomly for training and the other
50% for testing. For each data set, the optimal classification
parameter s are determined by grid-search and cross-validation
procedures after data normalization. Then the model is trained
using an SVM algorithm with the radial basis functions (RBF)
Fig. 10. Comparison of the classification accuracies of EMPR, EMPR +
DHT + JPEG2000 and original image for 92AV3 C with available ground
truth using 50% of all data as the training pixels.
as the classification kernel and a testing phase is applied. The
same classification procedure is also employed for the original
HS cubes in order to compare the classification results.
In Fig. 10, the classification results of Plain EMPR,
EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 combination and the original HS
cube for 92AV3 C data set are reported. The OA value for
original 92AV3 C is calculated as 93.68% after ten random
experiments. On the other hand, Plain EMPR (no iteration)
result is above 98%. After the first iteration, the corresponding
classification accuracy starts to decrease. Nonetheless, OA val-
ues for Iterative EMPR are always higher than the classifi-
cation accuracy of the original data up to the 12th iteration
which corresponds to approximately 0.5 bpppb. Following this,
the EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 combination produces about
96% accuracy which is again higher than the classification
accuracy of original 92AV3 C. The corresponding accuracy
tends to decrease while the number of iterations grows, similar
to Plain EMPR. Nevertheless, after the fourth iteration, which
corresponds to 0.16 bpppb, the accuracy drops below that of
the original HS cube. On the other hand, in article [12], it is
reported that the 3-D DCT method yields about 45% OA at
0.02 bpppb and the classification accuracy increases strictly
whilst the bit rate (bpppb) grows, though it always stays below
the accuracy of the original HS cube up to 1.0 bpppb. These
results show that Plain EMPR outperforms the 3-D DCT,
especially at very low bpppb values.
In Fig. 11, the classification results for Pavia University
data set are reported. It is seen that Plain EMPR with no
iteration yields a slightly lower classification accuracy than the
original data. But on applying the first iteration, it rises above
the OA of the original data and stays above for the bpppb
values from 0.08 to 0.5. On the other hand, EMPR + DHT +
JPEG2000 approach gives higher OA values than the original
classification accuracy up to the third iteration, but then it
tends to decrease and stays below the OA of the original data.
In [12], it is reported that the 3-D DCT-based method achieves
at most 98.56% for the corresponding cropped version of Pavia
University data set which is lower than that of the original
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the classification accuracies of EMPR, EMPR +
DHT + JPEG2000 and original image for Pavia University with available
ground truth using 50% of all data as the training pixels.
Fig. 12. Comparison of the classification accuracies of EMPR, EMPR +
DHT + JPEG2000 and original image for Salinas with available ground truth
using 50% of all data as the training pixels.
OA for this HS image. Therefore, it is convenient to say that
Plain EMPR outperforms the 3-D DCT method regarding to
the classification accuracy for Pavia University data set at each
bit rate up to 0.5 bpppb, while EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000
approach yields better results than the 3-D DCT at low bit
rates for the same HS data set.
In Fig. 12, the classification accuracy results for Salinas B
are presented. It is clear from the figure that both Plain EMPR
and the EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 combination yield higher
classification accuracy than the corresponding original data
set. According to the results in Fig. 12, EMPR outperforms
EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 combination and the 3-D DCT
method which is reported as 99.02% at most in [12] regarding
classification for bpppb values from 0.03 to 0.5 bpppb.
After comparing the classification performances of
EMPR-based methods and the 3-D DCT-based lossy
compression algorithm, the next step is to compare their
representation efficiencies. To this end, it is important to
Fig. 13. bpppb versus SNR results of EMPR and EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000
for 92AV3 C, Pavia University, and Salinas B.
discuss the objective assessments as well as classification.
In Fig. 13, one can see the SNR results for three data sets
obtained by employing EMPR and EMPR+ DHT+ JPEG2000
combi nation. It is obvious that EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000
combination results in higher SNR values than Plain EMPR
for all data sets. All the curves in Fig. 13 tend to increase
except the one for Plain EMPR of 92AV3 C. SNR values
for 92AV3 C increase up to the third iteration and then
decrease. After the fifth iteration, they increase again then
slightly reduce after the seventh iteration. On the other
hand, though its performance regarding SNR is lower than
EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 combination, Plain EMPR can
outperform the 3-D DCT-based method at bpppb values
less than 0.5. In [12], it is reported that SNR values for all
three data sets tend to increase as the bit rate grows where
SNR values at 0.5 bpppb for 92AV3 C, Pavia University
and Salinas B in that work are about 30, 29, and 31 dB,
respectively. It is apparent from Fig. 13 that Plain EMPR
outperforms the 3-D DCT method for each data set under
consideration in terms of SNR.
Fig. 14 shows SSIM results at bpppb values changing
from 0.03 to 0.5 obtained by employing Plain EMPR and
EMPR+DHT+ JPEG2000 approaches to three data sets. The
results are similar to Figs. 5 and 8. At initial iterations, Plain
EMPR has low values of SSIM. After app lying the second
iteration, SSIM value increases rapidly for each HS da ta
set while the number of iterations grows. For each data set,
EMPR is capable of achieving similarity ratios greater than
0.9 after 0.3 bpppb. Additionally, SSIM values obtained by
the EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 approach are always greater
than EMPR. If we compare the performance of the proposed
methods with the 3-D DCT lossy compression algorithm in
[12] regarding structural similarity, it is seen that both EMPR
and EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 approaches are more capable
of compressing HS data by preserving the similarity than the
3-D DCT method at lower bit rates. Qiao et al. [12] reported
that the SSIM values at lower bit rates are less than 0.2 for
each of the corresponding HS data set. On the other hand,
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Fig. 14. bpppb versus SSIM results of EMPR and EMPR+DHT+JPEG2000
for 92AV3 C, Pavia University and Salinas B.
Fig. 15. Comparison of the classification accuracies of EMPR, EMPR +
DHT + JPEG2000 and original image for 92AV3 C with available ground
truth using 10% of all data as the training pixels.
the 3-D DCT-based method manages to increase the similarity
while the compression rate grows. At 0.5 bpppb, the 3-D
DCT-based method generates approximately 0.9 SSIM value.
Thus, it is convenient to say, EMPR-based methods are much
more efficient than the 3-D DCT at lower bit rates in terms
of similarity, though both EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 and the
3-D DCT approaches result in similar SSIM values at higher
bit rates, which are 0.5 bpppb and further.
Before concluding this section, it is rational to analyze the
classification efficiency of the EMPR-based methods using a
lower training ratio, say 10%, which is a more reasonable
training ratio for many applications in HS imagery. To this
end, the same HS data sets which are 92AV3 C, Pavia
University, and Salinas are taken into consideration again.
The SVM classification method whose tuning details are given
above are also utilized in order to calculate the corresponding
classification accuracy of each data set.
In Fig. 15, the OA values of Plain EMPR, EMPR+ DHT+
JPEG2000 approach and the OA value for the original data
for 92AV3 C HS cube using 10% as the training pixels
Fig. 16. Comparison of the classification accuracies of EMPR, EMPR +
DHT + JPEG2000 and original image for Pavia University with available
ground truth using 10% of all data as the training pixels.
Fig. 17. Comparison of the classification accuracies of EMPR, EMPR +
DHT + JPEG2000 and original image for Salinas with available ground truth
using 10% of all data as the training pixels.
are presented. One can verify that Plain EMPR yields higher
accuracy ratios than the original data at each bit rate. More-
over, Plain EMPR outperforms EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000
method regarding OA. Plain EMPR achieves its maximum OA
at the first iteration which corresponds to 0.08 bpppb.
In Fig. 16, the classification results for Pavia University
are reported for 10% training ratio. The results in Fig. 16 are
similar to those in Fig. 11. Again, Plain EMPR gives higher
classification accuracy than the original data set for the bpppb
values changing from 0.1 to 0.5 and outperforms EMPR +
DHT + JPEG2000 method for all iterations except the initial
one, that is the zeroth iteration or no iteration.
In Fig. 17, the related OA results are presented for Salinas
data set by employing 10% of the all pixels as the training
pixels. It is shown that, Plain EMPR gives higher OA values
than the original data at each iteration except the seventh one.
On the other hand, the OA yielded by both Plain EMPR and
EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 approaches tend to decrease as
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Fig. 18. SA comparison of the EMPR-based methods.
the number of iteration grows with an oscillatory behavior.
Also, it is clear from Fig. 17 that, Plain EMPR outperforms
EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 regarding OA for Salinas data set
at 10% training ratio.
E. Spectral Analysis
In classification of HS images, investigating the spectral
similarity right alongside the structural similarity is also
another important issue. To this end, the spectral angle (SA)
and the spectral correlation coefficient (SCC) metrics whose
formulations are given in (23) will be exploited




SCC(x, x̂) = 〈x − x, x̂ − x̂〉‖x − x‖2 ‖x̂ − x̂‖2
. (23)
In HS imagery, SA is utilized for measuring the spectral
similarity of the processed and the reference image, while
SCC is benefited to distinguish between positive and negative
correlations amongst the spectral signals.
In Figs. 18 and 19, average SA and SCC values for
increasing bit rates (number of iterations) for 92AV3 C, Pavia
University, and Salinas B data sets are presented, respectively.
In both figures, each value is calculated as the mean value of
the corresponding metric determined for the all pixels of the
corresponding image.
It is shown in Fig. 18 that the SA values obtained by
performing EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 are higher than the
ones obtained by the EMPR application to the corresponding
data sets, especially for the bit rates up to 0.25 bpppb. The
observations indicate that EMPR+DHT+JPEG2000 approach
preserves the spectral similarity better than the Plain EMPR
for the corresponding data sets. On the other hand, SA values
for each method and the data set tend to decrease while the
number of iterations grows.
In Fig. 19, it is clear that the spectral correlations for
each data set achieved by performing EMPR is low at initial
iterations. But, after the first iterations, all coefficients increase
Fig. 19. SCC comparison of the EMPR-based methods.
rapidly and catches the EMPR + DHT + JPEG2000 after
0.3 bpppb. Beside, EMPR + DHT + JPEG lossy compression
approach preserves the spectral correlation since the corre-
sponding values in Fig. 19 is always close to 1.0 for all bit
rates.
F. On Parameter Selection
As we discussed in Section II, the proposed method is a
hybrid approach combining (Iterative) EMPR and JPEG2000.
EMPR, alone itself, is a promising method for the HSI
compression but has limited ability for preserving the image
details. This issue can be overcome by taking the residual
term into account, which means performing the EMPR on
each residual iteratively. Thus, an efficient method called
Iterative EMPR emerges. It is clear to observe from Figs. 4–8
that increasing the iteration count increases the corresponding
PSNR and SSIM values consistently for all HS data sets.
Moreover, by adding new residuals to the expansion, meaning
that performing more iterations also improves the spectral
similarity as one can observe from Figs. 18 and 19. Besides,
each iteration comes with an additional computation cost and
this cost can be considerably high for the HS data sets whose
sizes are quite large.
On the other hand, in contrast with the preserving the details
and spectral properties ability of Iterative EMPR, the incre-
ment in iteration count reduces the classification accuracy.
EMPR depends on the weighted averages of the HS cube
and somehow denoises the raw data using these averages
which helps to improve the classification accuracy. Performing
additional iterations may cause the unenviable details which
can be considered as the noise. This phenomenon results
in reduced classification ability which is addressed through
Figs. 14–17.
As a result, while determining the value of the iteration
number parameter, one should consider a trade-off between
the compression quality and computation time. Also, it is
important to remark that a few iterations may not increase
the computation cost drastically, while they can represent a
satisfactory amount of details.
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V. CONCLUSION
A new and easy to implement high-dimensional data mod-
eling method namely EMPR is proposed and utilized as an
highly efficient tool for the lossy compression of HS images.
An Iterative EMPR scheme is also proposed and its efficiency
on lossy compression is presented via several implementations,
which is compared with some state-of-the-art lossy compres-
sion algorithms.
The proposed EMPR-based approaches are further sup-
ported with the decorrelation ability of the DHT generat-
ing two subband data sets. The high-subband part which
has a higher correlation is decomposed using the EMPR
approach while the low-subband part is compressed using
the JPEG2000 scheme in a lossless manner. Consequently,
the over all approach yields superior PSNR values at the
fixed bit-rates, when compared with another state-of-the-
art high dimensional modeling-based recursive lossy com-
pression algorithm, TFEMPR and existing methods, PCA +
JPEG2000 approach and 3-D SPECK algorithm. The pro-
posed approach also outperforms two state-of-the-art tensor
decomposition-based HSI compression methods which are
PLTD and NTSRLR, respectively.
Combining EMPR with DHT and JPEG2000 also decreases
the computational complexity for sufficiently large HS data
sets. Results indicate that the proposed approach is espe-
cially suitable for the lossy compression of HS data at
low bit rates. Another noteworthy issue is that increasing
the iteration number in Iterative EMPR approach improves
the constructed image quality while the data to be stored
increases.
In order to assess the classification capability of the pro-
posed method, we employed an SVM procedure for sev-
eral HS data sets using their available ground truth maps.
According to observed classification accuracy results, EMPR
has a greater capability of classifying HS images at low
bit-rates. Also, it outperforms one of the important lossy
compression algorithms based on the 3-D DCT. This power
of EMPR is presented to the scientific literature for the
first time. These results show that EMPR is an efficient
method for feature extraction in HSI. On the other hand, it is
observed that, combining EMPR with DHT and JPEG2000
reduces classification accuracy, though it increases the rep-
resentation quality. However, another observation shows that
increasing the iteration number in Iterative EMPR reduces
the OA.
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